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Tonkin+Taylor
ON GROUND IMPROVEMENT

Clients benefit from our in-house geotechnical engineers and construction consultants who work together to provide solutions that save both time and money.

Our access to the latest technology and industry smarts means we can ditch conservative methods where appropriate, and explore new and innovative ways of improving the ground to suit our clients’ needs.

PROJECT PROFILE: HOSPITAL & AGED CARE FACILITY

Location: Christchurch, New Zealand

Capacity: Innovative design and new construction technology to provide cost effective solutions

The 2010-2011 Canterbury Earthquakes rendered an iconic hospital inoperable, and required evacuation of the aged residents to other care facilities situated several hundred kilometres outside of Christchurch.

When the dust settled, work on a new hospital and aged care facility began in a location with both soft and compressible soils as well as potentially liquefiable ground. Our consultants saw the challenging conditions as an opportunity designed specifically to take advantage of the Geopier Rammed Aggregate Pier® System (RAP), which was new to New Zealand at the time.

The original foundation design comprised 27 m deep steel piles to support the one and two storey development. Our team identified that the foundation system was impractical for the size of structure, and proposed an alternate design comprising 5 m - 8 m deep RAP elements to provide a non-liquefiable crust to limit liquefaction-induced settlements and reduce settlement of the soft and compressible soils.

RAPs were selected over the originally proposed deep driven pile foundation as a cost effective alternative taking into account benefits to construction program and reduced need for heavy ground beams.

We were also able to offer the client cost savings using the PSHA (Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analyses) and seismic site response analyses, which allowed the design to be optimised to use lower cost shallow foundations.

The project benefitted from an innovative design approach that integrated PSHA and seismic ground response analyses directly and seamlessly into the design of ground improvement. This was the first project of its kind in New Zealand.
Specialist expertise and excellence in geotechnical and natural hazard engineering

Tonkin + Taylor is an employee-owned environmental and engineering consultancy with a solid reputation for providing innovative, cost effective and sustainable solutions. Our team culture and unique ability to successfully collaborate really sets us apart and ultimately delivers outstanding results.

About us
We shape the interface between people and the environment - earth, water and air - using science and engineering. Our team of engineers, scientists, planners and project managers, together with our track record in natural hazard work (earthquakes, flooding, landslides, tsunami, coastal and climate change) and other major projects across the built and natural environment, means we can respond effectively to clients' needs and add value.

T+T has offices located throughout New Zealand, Australia and the wider Asia Pacific region. Our 500 plus strong team have developed strong partnering relationships with our clients along with a number of other leading agencies around New Zealand and the world. Every day we deliver outstanding results for our clients with our collaboration and commitment.

Our work in Canterbury
T+T has been integral to the Canterbury Earthquake recovery, working with government, private insurers, international researchers and disaster risk resilience agencies. Our world-class expertise in geotechnical engineering and liquefaction has been recognised and sought after both in New Zealand and by leading international institutions.

T+T’s extensive Canterbury work programme provides an extraordinary database of high-quality technical information to aid the understanding of liquefaction consequences in Canterbury, New Zealand and beyond. These events provide valuable lessons about post-disaster recovery and highlight the importance of disaster risk reduction strategies and building community resilience.

We are recognised throughout New Zealand and internationally for our work in geotechnical engineering, engineering geology and natural hazard engineering.

Geotechnical excellence
Our internationally experienced team is widely regarded as a leader in the industry. The geotechnical services we provide are diverse, and our engineers and geologists are supported by a suite of advanced design software and the latest field testing equipment.

Capabilities include:
• Engineering geological modelling
• Earthquake engineering and seismic hazard evaluation
• Earthworks design and specifications
• Foundation and pile design
• Geotechnical modelling
• Investigations and geological mapping
• Instrumentation and monitoring
• Liquefaction assessment and design solutions
• Mining and quarry development
• Slope stability assessment, stabilisation and slope retention
• Tunnelling.

Natural hazard specialists
Natural hazards such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, coastal erosion, floods, droughts and tsunami can impact communities. T+T delivers solutions to build more resilient communities.

Preparedness, protection, emergency response and recovery are the four pillars of our disaster resilience response services. With more than 40 years’ experience in natural hazards and risk management, T+T has proven leadership and capability at supporting clients through all stages of disaster resilience.

Capabilities include:
• Preparedness and protection
• Emergency response support
• Strategic recovery advice
• Risk and opportunity development
• Adaptation and mitigation options
• Climate change and resilience
• Strategy, policy, planning and approvals.

Exceptional thinking together
www.tonkintaylor.co.nz
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GOLD SPONSORS

Beca

MINISTRY OF BUSINESS,
INNOVATION & EMPLOYMENT
HIKINA WHAKATUTUKI

BUILDING A BETTER WORLD

OPUS

Raito
At Beca we work with you and your community to understand, prepare, prevent, plan or rebuild, to deliver a solid foundation for the future.

Our multi-disciplinary team focused on resilience has a diverse range of expertise which include engineering geologists, hydrogeologists, planners, geotechnical, coastal, earthquake, civil and structural engineers. The team has the skills and expertise to identify and evaluate risk from a diverse range of natural hazards, including earthquake and fault activity, slope movement, cyclone, flood, tsunami and volcanic eruption. We provide advice and engineering solutions across a wide spectrum of organisations including government, commercial, industrial and infrastructure clients worldwide.
We work alongside the NZ Geotechnical Society and other professional bodies to develop national geotechnical guidance and to improve the geotechnical design practice in New Zealand.

Following the Canterbury earthquake sequence, MBIE identified New Zealand’s geotechnical engineering experts and worked with them and international experts to develop technical guidance to repair and rebuild homes and buildings on land vulnerable to liquefaction.

MBIE are currently exploring the development of a New Zealand Geotechnical Database (NZGD) building on the success of the Canterbury Geotechnical Database. The NZGD will be an invaluable resource for geotechnical engineers and will facilitate research on geotechnical design and hazard issues.

Visit our website to find out more: www.building.govt.nz
MWH is a leading provider of geotechnical investigations and earthquake engineering services in New Zealand and globally. Our team of local specialists working across 15 New Zealand offices, and global experts in 35 countries, deliver seismic analysis, risk assessment and design services on dams and hydropower, mining, transport and wet infrastructure projects.

Talk to an MWH earthquake expert at Stand No. 42.

Grant Maxwell
Asia Pacific Geotechnical Discipline Leader
+64 27 268 5021

Charlie Price
Asia Pacific Chief Geotechnical Engineer
+64 21 240 9388

EARTHQUAKE. Experts
EARTHQUAKE RESILIENCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE | EARTHQUAKE RESEARCH AND SPECIALIST TESTING | ASSESSMENT AND MODELLING OF EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS | EARTHQUAKE RESILIENT DESIGN AND STRENGTHENING

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE, GLOBAL EXPERTISE

• New Zealand
• Australia
• Pacific Islands
• United Kingdom
• Canada
• Middle East

www.opusinternational.com
"Where Experience Builds Solid Foundations"

- Deep Soil Mixing
- Cutoff Wall and Excavation Support
- Seismic Remediation
- Soil Stabilization
- Ground Improvement
- Jet Grouting

Raito, Inc.
23595 Cabot Blvd.
Suite 106
Hayward, CA 94545
Tel (510) 259-9900
Fax (510) 259-9901
1-866-DEEPMIX
raitoinc.com
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SILVER SPONSORS

- CHEMICAL GROUTING CO., LTD.
- GNS SCIENCE TE PŪ AO
- JAPAN HOME SHIELD
- KGA GEOTECHNICAL
- JET5J
- MAINMARK
- SEIKEN, INC.
Providing liquefaction mitigation and seismic reinforcing for foundations and piles without stopping operation of superstructures.

- Pursuing foundation technologies for more than 50 years, we are capable of providing the most appropriate solution to our customers from more than 30 different methods.
- Determined to provide high quality and safe services supported by our design, engineering and execution capabilities.

**CHEMICAL GROUTING CO., LTD.**

2-2-5 Toranomon Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0001 Japan  
TEL. +81-3-5575-0511  FAX. +81-3-5575-0571

http://www.chemicalgrout.co.jp/
putting science into practice

- **Leaders** in natural hazard and geotechnical research in one of the world’s most seismically active areas
- **Developing** and maintaining geo-spatial landslide and active fault databases
- **Slope characterisation** and stability assessments
- **Geohazards monitoring** – landslides and active faults
- **Landslide hazard** and risk assessment
- **Critical facility** hazard and risk assessments (dams and nuclear power stations)
- **Liquefaction** hazard and risk studies, including paleoliquefaction
- **Ground profiling** including seismic micro-tremor investigation
- **Best-practice guidance** for landslide, liquefaction and active fault mitigation

VISIT [www.gns.cri.nz](http://www.gns.cri.nz)  CALL +64-4-570 1444  EMAIL geohazards@gns.cri.nz
A revolutionary ground survey technology that classifies soil at low cost

**Screw Driving Sounding (SDS) Test**

The SDS Test is optimal

For the supplemental survey of the CPT and as an alternative to the Scala test.

Japan Home Shield Corporation
Ryogoku City Core, 17th Floor, 2-10-14 Ryogoku, Sumida-ku,
Tokyo 130-0026 Japan  Phone: +81-(0)3-5624-1545
Leaders in Advanced Ground Engineering Technology

- Uretek Engineered Resin
- JOG Integrated Computer Grouting
- Jet Grout
- Terefil

SEE US AT STAND 34

0800 873 835
www.mainmark.com
Model No. DTC-199

DYNAMIC TORSIONAL TRIAXAL APPARATUS

- CYCLIC SIMPLE SHEAR TESTER
  Model No. DTA-136
- RESONANT COLUMN TRIAXIAL TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-158
- TORSIONAL CYCLIC TRIAXIAL APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-262
- TRIAXIAL TESTING APPARATUS
  (FOR DYNAMIC TEST & STATIC TEST)
  Model No. DTC-367
- LARGE TRIAXIAL TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-402
- SK TRIAXIAL TESTING APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-100C
- HIGH-LOW TEMPERATURE &
  HIGH PRESSURE TRIAXIAL APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-495
- UNSATURATED SOIL TRIAXIAL TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-483
- RING SHEAR TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTA-138
- CONSTANT PRESSURE &
  CONSTANT VOLUME DIRECT SHEAR TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTA-200
- VACUUM MIXER, PLANETARY MIXING SYSTEM
  Model No. DP-47
- LIGHT WEIGHT TYPE
- UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTB-100D, Model No. DTB-101B
- DESK TOP MEDIUM TYPE
- COMPRESSION TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTB-160
- CONSTANT STRAIN
- CONSOLIDATION TEST APPARATUS
  Model No. DTC-182
- MOTORIZED LABORATORY VANE TESTER
  Model No. DO-1040
- HAND VANE
  Model No. DO-1018
- CONE PENETRATION TESTER
  Model No. DO-10 & DO-12
- PORTABLE TYPE VANE PENETRATION TESTER
  Model No. DO-1051
- LIQUEFACTION SIMULATOR
  Model No. DUB-224,
  Model No. DUB-164M,
  Model No. DUB-225
- FALL DOME LIQUID LIMIT APPARATUS
  Model No. DH-22NA & DH-22NM
- ROUND TYPE SPECIMEN FORMING DEVICE
  Model No. DP-1074
- LABORATORY CBR TEST APPARATUS
  (Combination use for CBR Test &
  Unconfined Compression Test)
  Model No. DTB-140A
- WATER-PRESSURE PROOF LOAD CELL /
  TORQUE LOAD CELL
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**BRONZE SPONSORS**

- ABSEIL ACCESS
- ANCOR LOC
- ARMADILLO
- CANTERBURY STONE PILING
- CONSULTING ENGINEERS & PLANNERS
  - Chuho Kaihatsu Corporation
  - http://www.chuho.co.jp
- Firth
- GROUND INVESTIGATION
- Kiso-Jiban Consultants Co., Ltd.
- MCMILLAN Drilling GROUP
- NITTO SEIKO
- RDCL
- WEBSTER DRILLING
From marine anchoring, to foundation strengthening and anchor testing Ancor Loc NZ have you covered for all your earth anchoring requirements.

**Freephone:** 0800 22 43 43

[www.ancorloc.co.nz](http://www.ancorloc.co.nz)
Chuo Kaihatsu Corporation (CKC) was founded in 1946 immediately following the end of World War II with the primary goal of confronting the immediately crucial issues of food production and energy development. This entailed a range of engineering efforts focused on road, river and dam engineering to flesh-out industrial infrastructure, specifically including geophysical investigations, civil engineering survey and project implementation. With profound thanks to clients both at home and abroad, CKC has fulfilled 55 years of commitment to economic development.
THE KEY TO SEISMIC PERFORMANCE

Firth’s Keystone KeySteel semi-flexible MSE retaining system handles seismic events more effectively than rigid systems. It is a purpose-designed segmental block system for highway and heavy construction projects, delivering aesthetically appealing, cost-effective, load bearing retaining structures.
WE PROVIDE THE BEST IN-SITU GROUND TESTING IN THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE MANNER!

Wide range of rigs and capabilities:
Hand portable rig, small tracked CPT rigs, tractor rig and truck rig, to allow access to almost any site (including over-water)

- CPTu and SCPTu
- DMT and SDMT
- Dynamic Probing (DPSH)
- Terrier boreholes and SPT
- Environmental sampling
- SDS and SWS
KISO-JIBAN CONSULTANTS CO., LTD.

Service Areas
Geological and Geotechnical Survey
Soil and Rock Laboratory Tests
Geotechnical Design and Analysis
Instrumentation and Monitoring
Disaster Prevention and Management
Geophysical Exploration & Development
Distribution of Geosynthetics Products
GIS (Geographic Information Systems)

Overseas Office

Tokyo
KISO-JIBAN Overseas Department
Kinshicho Prime Tower 12 Floor,
1-5-7 Kameido, Koto-ku,
Tokyo 136-8577, Japan
Tel.: +81-3-6861-8886

Singapore
KISO-JIBAN Singapore Branch
KISO-JIBAN SINGAPORE PTE., LTD.
60, Kallang Pudding Road #02-00,
Tan Jin Chwee Ind. Bldg.,
Singapore 349320, Singapore
Tel.: +65-67473233

Indonesia
P.T. PONDASI KISOCON RAYA
Graha Sucofindo 14th Floor,
Jl. Raya Pasar Minggu Kav. 34,
Jakarta 12780, Indonesia
Tel.: +62-21-7986663

Philippines
KISO-JIBAN Representative Office
Unit 2105, 88 Corporate Center,
Sedeno Street Corner Valero Street,
Salcedo Village, Makati City 1200,
Philippines
Tel.: +63-2-552-8238
Established since 1947, McMillan’s have steadily grown to become one of New Zealand’s largest and leading multifaceted drilling companies.

Ensuring the accurate assessment of complex ground conditions

Creating tailored innovative foundation solutions

South Island
Phone: +64 3 324 2571
Fax: +64 3 324 2431
email: admin@drilling.co.nz

North Island
Phone: +64 9 238 5138
Fax: +64 9 238 5132
email: admin@mcdni.co.nz

www.drilling.co.nz
GeoKarte

New Technology Machine for SDS Test

This is to realize

- Classification of soil
- Low running cost
- High accuracy
- Easy operation

NITTO SEIKO CO., LTD.
TEL: +81-773-43-1412
URL: http://www.nittoseiko.com
When it’s too important to guess what’s underground, we get the answers.

- Seismic based surface geophysics
- Downhole geophysics
- Cone Penetrometer Testing
Wide range of geotechnical drilling rigs
Custom built, tight access anchoring rigs
Earthquake strengthening
Remote geotechnical and coring investigations
Small footprint, low environmental impact rigs
Global leader in seismic exploration drilling
Modern solutions for energy well drilling
Scientific research drilling

Ph: +64 4 237 5264  info@websterdrilling.com